The Cabinet
inescapable the rule is was shown by the notorious
"agreement to differ" of 1932. For the logic of that
situation would have involved the destruction of any
party basis for Cabinet government. The "exceptional
circumstances" by which Lord Hailsham justified the
departure from what he described as a 'Very sound con-
stitutional principle" would, if they ever became regarded
as a precedent, mean that no method would exist of
satisfying the supporters of the Government in a coherent
way. That would either mean a series of short and weak
Governments, whidi would discredit parliamentary in-
stitutions, or a system of coalitions of persons devoid of
any principle of unity. Along that road, as Dr. Jennings
has insisted, men march to a Fascist State* It is to ask
for trust in men regardless of the principles they profess.
That trust is what the party system exists to deny. That
is why the suppression of political parties is one of the
first measures taken by a dictator who destroys parlia-
mentary government.
This leads us to the conclusion that the secret of
collective responsibility is, in all normal circumstances,
the fact that the Cabinet is rooted in the party-system.
It is its party-complexion that gives it its unity of pur-
pose. It is its party-complexion, also, that provides the
sanctions by which that unity of purpose is maintained.
The party assures the presence in the Cabinet of like-
minded men with similar objects who will contemplate
from a similar angle the problems they will have to deal
with. It is the party, also, which makes it possible for the
Cabinet to follow a policy which, pre-determined in its
large outlines, is likely to command a continuous ma-
jority in the House of Commons* That is why Disraeli
could rightly say that England does not love coalitions.
For a coalition is essentially a suspension of the normal
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